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Reading, Berkshire Residents Name Haris Chechi as the areas “Best
SEO in Reading” A recent Internet survey asked local Reading,
Berkshire residents to choose the “Best SEO in Reading.”
Participants overwhelmingly voted for local businessman and
marketing specialist Haris Chechi.

(Newswire.net  -- March 10, 2013) Reading, Berkshire -- Haris Chechi was
selected as the Best SEO in Reading, by Residents in Reading,
Berkshire.

Those who nominated Chechi noted his ability to get companies to page one of the search engines. Local businesses
described Chechi as a highly effective search engine optimisation and marketing specialist, skilled in creating highly
effective marketing campaigns.

A recent Internet survey asked local Reading, Berkshire residents to choose the Best SEO in Reading. The survey
specifically asked respondents to name the SEOs who are known to get companies to page one of the search
engines. In order to maintain a fair competition between candidates, the competition was conducted as an Internet
survey with the winner independently chosen by area residents.

Those who responded to the survey were given an opportunity to name the person they believe to be the Best SEO in
Reading and to explain a little about why they nominated that person. Those who nominated Haris Chechi mentioned
his “uncanny ability to get at the heart of what is needed to build solid, repeat customers” and how “his stunning SEO
Page One results connect with customers.”

When questioned about the results, local business owners weren’t surprised to learn that Haris Chechi had won the
coveted Best SEO in Reading title. Many shared their experience in working with Chechi explaining that he has a
talent for “getting companies on page one of the search engines and keeping them there” that provides them an edge
in their marketing efforts.

Several local business owners have seen growth in their businesses after launching SEO created by Chechi. All
expressed that he is well deserving of the title of Reading’s Best SEO.

When asked about being chosen as Reading’s Best SEO in Reading, Haris Chechi, Managing Director of SOMEDIA
Marketing, said, “I wasn’t even aware of the survey so it was a huge surprise!”

Chechi went on to say, “All of the Reading, Berkshire businesses I’ve worked with have had great products and
services to offer, but few had leveraged technology to grow their customer base. It’s exciting to help them develop
SEO that gives them a competitive edge.”

Haris Chechi can be reached by telephone at 0118-438-2020 or email: chechi@socialonlinemedia.net

http://www.socialonlinemedia.net
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